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Process;

thinking through

New and Renewing
Members
NEW MEMBERS

Jocelyne Abad, Calgary, Glass
Jocelyne April, Darwell, Fibre, Paverpol
Anna Bilek, Calgary, Glass, metal, silver, gold
Lael Chmelyk, Calgary, Clay, fibre, leather
Songhee Choi, Edmonton, Fibre - Paper
Nicole Coursen, Edmonton, Fibre
Bradley Courtney, Calgary, Supporter
Sheila Dennis, Calgary, Fibre
Mallory Eagles, Calgary, Clay, faux fur,
upholstery foam
Ana Feher, Edmonton, glass, metal, stone,
jewellery
Corine Frick, Calgary, Supporter
Julya Hajnoczky, Calgary, Wood, paper,
found objects (natural materials)
Donna Hall, Victoria, BC, Supporter
Cathy Hodgson & Dave Redekopp,
Edmonton, Supporters
Darcy Hoover, Edmonton, Fibre
Elizabeth Hurley, St. Albert, Supporter
Anna Jackson, Calgary, Fibre, papier mache
Leanne Keyes, Red Deer, Glass, recycled
earrings
Kim Kissack, Jill Staines & Bonnie KooistraKissack, Calgary, Supporters
Daniel Labutes, Calgary, Clay, wood
Erik Lee, Maskwacis, Silver Jewellery
Sibéal McCourt-Bincoletto, Edmonton,
Supporter
Candice McEachern, Edmonton, Glass,
wood, metal
Laura Melnyk, Edmonton, Glass
Kathleen Merkley, Calgary, fibre,
metal, leather
Patrick O’Sullivan, Calgary, Glass,
wood, metal
Chloe Pratt, Calgary, Fibre, metal
Cara Riley, Calgary, Fibre, metal, stone
Lynda Snider, Calgary, Supporter
Issac Watson, Edmonton, Supporter

RENEWING MEMBERS

Edmonton Weaver’s Guild, Edmonton,
Organization
Beaverlodge Area Cultural Society,
Beaverlodge, Gallery & Gift Shop
Bibi Clement, Hythe, Clay
Alison & Peter Faid, Edmonton, Supporters
Hilary Forge, Calgary, Clay
Nina Haggerty Centre, Edmonton,
Organization
Sharon Hogg, Calgary, Wood, fibre, paper
Rae Hunter, County of Beaver, Mixed
Barb Johnston, Edmonton, Paper
Eveline Kolijn, Calgary, Paper, printmaking

Linda McGregor, Calgary, Metal - Jewellery
Anita Nawrocki, Edmonton, Mixed
Ilya Oratovsky, Edmonton, Fibre
Bill Reynolds, Edmonton, Metal & Glass
Sharon Rubuliak, Sherwood Park, Fibre
Katherine Russell, Elkford, Glass
Jann Semkow, Edmonton, Clay
Brian Stearns, Edmonton
Herm Stolte, Calgary, Wood
Judy Weiss, Edmonton, Fibre
Susanah Windrum, Calgary, Metal &
Mixed Media

RENEWING PROFESSIONAL
MEMBERS

Denise Ahlefeldt, Edmonton, Clay
Mindy Andrews, Calgary, Clay
John Blair, Calgary, Metal - Jewellery
Andy Brooks, Edmonton, Stone, wood
Sarabeth Carnat, Calgary, Metal - Jewellery
Constance Cooper, Calgary, Clay
Margie Davidson, Qualicum Beach, Fibre
Jennifer Demke-Lange, Medicine Hat, Clay
Dee Fontans, Nanaimo, Metal – Jewellery,
fibre, mixed
Mike Fournier, Edmonton, Wood
Darcy Gusse-Edinga, Red Deer, Fibre
Terry Hildebrand, Edmonton, Clay, wood
Fay Hodson, Bragg Creek, Fibre, paper,
stone, clay, paint
Barbara Howe, Calgary, Clay
Akiko Kohana, Edmonton, Clay
JoAnna Lange, Edmonton, Clay
Joan Matsusaki, Bragg Creek, Clay
Linda McBain Cuyler, Edmonton, Fibre
Christine Pedersen, Calgary, Metal, clay
Pauline Pelletier, Quebec, Clay
Brenda Philp, Edmonton, Fibre
Brenda Raynard, Edmonton, Fibre
Laura Sharp, Calgary, Clay
Amy Skrocki, Edmonton, Jewellery - Metal,
leather, wood
Darlene Storgeoff, Edmonton, Glass
Barbara Tipton, Calgary, Clay
Paul van den Bijgaart, Edmonton, Glass
Ken Wilkinson, Saskatoon, Clay
Simon Wroot, Calgary, Metal
Jie Yang, Edmonton, Glass
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FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Hello again, and Happy New
Year to you all. What an exciting
time for the Alberta Craft Council;
the new exhibition schedule for
both the Edmonton and Calgary
Gallery is out. The lineup is
fantastic, with exhibitions such
as Process; thinking through at both
locations, the +15 vitrines in
Arts Commons in Calgary, and
exhibition of Indigenous fine
craft in the Discovery Gallery
presented by Portage College, and
the list continues. Be sure to read more about the upcoming exhibitions in
this issue.
The Alberta Craft Gallery – Edmonton and Calgary have celebrated
the holiday season with our annual fundraising events. We celebrated
our 20th ‘Twas the Night in Edmonton and welcomed Calgary customers
and supporters to our first Let It Snow in Calgary. These were my first
holiday season celebrations, and it was wonderful to connect, meet, and
celebrate with you all. On behalf of the Alberta Craft Council, I would like
to acknowledge the generosity and thank our artists and sponsors for their
donations and the dedicated staff and volunteers for countless hours put
into planning. It is because of all of you that these events are very successful.

This Issue

“Red” by Pamma FitzGerald. 2017. Clay, paper, chalk
pastel, charcoal. Part of the Unhappily Ever After series.
Unhappily Ever After probes the psyches of five fairytale
characters, combining collaged portraits in clay with
poems by Tyler B. Perry. One by one, the ominous
lines of each poem awaken its visual companion and
fractured portraits allow words to spring to life.
FIND OUT MORE
Learn more about Process; thinking through on
page 10

I have just completed my first six months with the Alberta Craft Council
and I have enjoyed it all: meeting you, our members, forging relationships,
and continuing to work with our partners advocating for fine craft.
Discovering the never-ending talent in Alberta only makes me hungry for
more: my ever-growing personal collection can testify to that (and so can
my bank account). I must keep pinching myself to make sure this is real: how
fabulous to work with, and for, such a talented group. It makes me proud to
be a new Albertan.
Over the next six months, I look forward to meeting more of you and
sharing your love of fine craft. I look forward to engaging with students
(young or mature) over fine craft and finding out how the ACC can benefit
their career development. I look forward to an expanding presence in both
Calgary and Edmonton; we are planning more artist demos, artist talks, and
artist spotlights, how exciting!



CANADIAN CRAFT BIENNIAL
PAGE 6

ACCEPTABLE BODIES
PAGE 12

UNCOMMON BLENDS
PAGE 18

IN THE NEWS
PAGE 20

Till next time, cheers.

Barry Moss,
Executive Director
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ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL
EVENTS AROUND ALBERTA

a ALBERTA CRAFT GALLERY - EDMONTON
Feature Gallery
Process; thinking through
Artist Reception: Saturday, January 20 from 2 - 4pm
(See Page 10 & 11)
Discovery Gallery
Acceptable Bodies, Allison Tunis
Artist Reception & Talk: Saturday,
January 20 from 2 - 4pm (See Page 12)
Spirals, Dalia Saafan (See Page 14)
Revival, Andrea Itzeck (See Page 15)
Artist Reception: Saturday,
March 3 from 2 - 4pm

EDMONTON

a
B

CANMORE

E

CALGARY

CD

The Art of Hide Tanning: Tradition
Inspiring the Present and Future
Artist Reception: Saturday,
April 14 from 2 - 4pm
(See Page 12)

B ACC @ YEG INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Did you know the Alberta Craft Council is at the Edmonton
International Airport? While not travelling anywhere, the ACC
features four vitrines per year, showcasing the work of members
and delighting visitors.

C ALBERTA CRAFT GALLERY - CALGARY
Uncommon Blends, Knopp, Kunz, Masuda, McDaniel, Rempel
Artist Reception & Talk:
Saturday, March 3 from 2 - 4pm (See Page 18)
Acceptable Bodies, Allison Tunis (See Page 12)
The Chronicles of a Contemporary Dirtbag,
Jamie Kroeger (See Page 13)
Perch, Staples & Seiferling
March 24 – June 2, 2018
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Process; thinking through
Street Walk by Jan Smith. 2017. Sterling silver, copper, vitreous enamel, leather.
8.3 cm x 7.9 cm x 0.4 cm with 68.9 cm leather cord. Photo by Gillean Proctor.

D +15, ARTS COMMONS
Located within Arts Commons in downtown Calgary,
the +15 vitrine features work by ACC members or artists
in participating exhibitions.

E CANMORE
Three Sisters Gallery, Elevation Place
Experience the ACC in the Rocky Mountains. Check out
the vitrine in Elevation Place, changing twice per year.
Beyond the Bow
March 1 – April 10, 2018

EDMONTON & CALGARY
Retail Gallery
Visit the Alberta Craft Gallery – Edmonton & Calgary
for the best selection of contemporary and traditional
fine craft. Enjoy a wide selection of handcrafted pottery,
blown and fused glass, jewellery, woodwork, fibre art,
furniture, and home accessories.
Spotlight
Visit the Alberta Craft Gallery – Edmonton & Calgary
each month to see new and exciting work by ACC members.
The spotlight features artists who are exploring new
techniques, launching or testing a new product line, or are
new to the shop.

Uncommon Blends

‘Reach’ Yunomi by Norika Masuda. 2017. Slip cast bone
china with underglaze. 74.9 cm x 8.9 cm x 7 cm.
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CANADIAN
CRAFT
BIENNIAL
by Mary-Beth Laviolette

As a board member of the Alberta Craft
Council, it was a dream come true. The
opportunity, no let’s call it a privilege, to see
a biennial organized for Canadian fine craft.
The biennial model is common enough in
contemporary art, but in craft, it can be an
elusive creature or at least, a far far away
phenomena such as in Cheongju (South Korea),
Edinburgh (Scotland), and Adelaide (Australia).
Why does it matter? Because whether it’s
national or international in scope, the biennial
model is about taking the creative pulse, about
making a statement about here-and-now, about
what is being made and remembered. It’s a
celebration and, ok, a public relations exercise
related to conscious-raising and awareness. It’s
an imperfect model, but as with the Canadian
Craft Biennial, which ran from August 19 to
October 29, 2017 at the Burlington Art Gallery,
it’s about staking a claim for Canadian craft’s
importance in the 21st century.
Kudos to Craft Ontario and the Burlington
Art Gallery for taking on the inaugural event,

which featured new works by sixty-four
makers in various mediums including fibre,
metal, ceramics, glass, beading, wood, and
unusually, hand-tooled leather – the latter
richly contemporized by Alberta Craft Council
member, Matt Gould of Red Deer. Other
Albertans in the Canada-wide event were
Karen Cantine, Greg Payce, Robin DuPont,
Shona Rae, Anne Drew Potter, and Barbara
Tipton, all members too of the ACC!
Also on the Biennial roster were community
events, other exhibitions, residencies, and a
two-day symposium bringing forth some of
the latest research by makers and academics in
Canada and abroad. Let’s say everyone’s plate
was filled and in the future, might not such an
event be staged in Alberta for the rest of Canada
and the world?
Mary-Beth is an independent art curator and
writer based in Canmore, Alberta. She assists with
editorial content from Alberta for Canada’s national
craft magazine, Studio.

Left: ACC Professional Member Matt Gould with his piece Up in the Stars. 2017. Vegetable tanned
leather, industrial wool felt, natural deer antler. 167.6 cm x 88.9 cm x 5.1 cm.
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Photo by Jeff Yee
Guests trying to decide where to put their split tickets at ‘Twas the Night in Edmonton (left) and Let it Snow in Calgary (right).

Celebrating ‘Twas the Night in Edmonton

On Friday, November 24, 2017, we opened our doors and welcomed
guests to our 20th ‘Twas the Night fundraiser. To help celebrate this
milestone, we introduced the Wheel-o-Fun, a fantastically fun way to
win prizes, creating much excitement in the gallery and sending partygoers home with door prizes, ornaments, and other treats. A huge thanks
to volunteer Mike Arrowsmith for building our wheel from scratch!
Guests enjoyed tunes while sipping champagne and eating delicious
treats. Thank you to the Max Uhlich band for entertaining us
throughout the evening.
Thank you to the following members who donated items for the split
ticket draws: Dawn Candy, Todd Safronovich, Giselle Peters, Richard &
Carol Selfridge, Micheal Fournier, John Blair, Darren Petersen, James
Lavoie, and Brenda Raynard. Thank you to Linda McBain-Cuyler,
Catalyst Theatre, Edmonton Symphony Orchestra, Albert Ballet, SNAP
Gallery, MELT Confections, and Sobey’s Liquor for donating prizes and
refreshments.
We’re grateful for our dedicated staff: Barry Moss, Joanne Hamel,
Wendy Arrowsmith, Émilienne Gervais, Jessica Telford, Allison Lilly,
and Diana Cline; our board members; and the following volunteers for
making the evening a success: Loreen Riley, Shirley Serviss, Karina Wolf,
Darcy Hoover, Dawn Detarando, Holly Boone, Janelle Wyman, Kim
Lilly, Kathy Lilly, Annette Aslund, Sarah Jacobi, James Lavoie, Shannon
Nelson, Terry Hildebrand, Brenda Malkinson, Brian McArthur, Maddi
Lakey, Danielle Munsterman, Harshi Chauhan, Brenda Raynard, Dan
Miller, Patti Hartnagel, and Jolene Fennema.

Introducing Let It Snow in Calgary

After a whirlwind year in Calgary, seeing the opening of our new
gallery space in cSPACE King Edward, celebrating Culture Days, and
much more, members and guests gathered together to celebrate all
the success at Let It Snow. On Saturday, November 25, 2017 guests
gathered in the gallery to enjoy shopping, refreshments, and wonderful
entertainment by Erin Ross. Thank you to Wildlife Distillery, Grizzly
Paw Soda Co., and Highlander Wine & Spirits for donating product
for the evening, and we thank Executive Chef Services for providing
delicious treats.
Thank you to the following members who donated items for the
split ticket draws: Sarabeth Carnat, Glass House Art Collective, Andrew
Glazebrook, Terry Hildebrand, Matt Heide , Loretta Kyle, Darren
Petersen, Shona Rae, Dena Seiferling , and Susan Thorpe. And a very
special thank you to Dana Roman for donating the door prize.
A huge thank you to our volunteers, who without we would not
be able to host our events: Andrew & Cathy Glazebrook, Jill Bazant,
Vincent Pang, Jill Allan, Judith Cordner, Todd Duquette, Monika Smith,
Toni Ros, Simon Wroot, Lynda Snider, Darlene Swan, Derek Scherger,
Luke Weiser, Janet Orpen, and Lucas Scerger. Thank you to our resident
volunteer photographer, Jeff Yee, who has provided us with his skills
at Culture Days Calgary, the cSPACE opening, and Let It Snow. And
finally, thank you to our dedicated staff in Calgary: Corinne Cowell, Jill
Nuckles, and Victoria Sanchez, and our board members.

If you are interested in volunteering, please email acc@albertacraft.ab.ca.
We are always recruiting volunteers for such events as our casino (coming
up in May!), exhibition assistance, and special projects.
8
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SHOP TALK
Now that all that
craziness that is the
holiday
season
has
wrapped up (snicker) it
feels like a good time to
get back into the studio
and tackle those nagging
little things that have hit
the back burner lately.
Time to clean your space,
put all those shipping
crates
into
storage,
update and spruce up
your CV, and start looking
at those submissions for
next year…

Préfontaine Handcrafted
FURNITURE

With that in mind, I would like to take a moment to discuss some
of those oft forgotten “nagging little things.” As part of a series for this
year, I will be discussing the finer details of craft, including this issue’s
Finishing for Retail.
You take great care bringing your work to fruition. It’s hard
sometimes when you have spent countless hours in the studio
agonizing over every detail to do that final lap after the piece itself
feels conquered. But it is important to consider how it will hold up, so
to speak, once it is time for retail.
First, think about what the venue for your work will be. A sale
where you have a table is different than a sale with your own cube
walls, which in turn, is very different than a gallery style space, retail
gallery, or shop.
Second, consider what your work requires for presentation. Does
it need labelled packaging? Does it need a frame with or without
hanging hardware? Is the hardware accessible to those who do not
have much experience hanging artwork?
Next, think about how much control you can project with this
style of retail finishing? Are you selling your own work or do you have
to fulfil certain parameters dictated by a retailer?
Also, consider that this style of finishing, though different than
exhibition, can affect the value of your work. A poor framing job can
devalue your hard work in an instant, or worse, it could fall off the
wall. A branding label applied askew can draw the eye away from
the piece itself and detract from your hard work further.
Ultimately, you want to encourage your customer to feel they
can take your work home and enjoy it as is. They need to feel
comfortable handling it, and they may not want to punch strange
holes in the wall or buy extra equipment to present it. Customers in
a retail setting need to be able to imagine it in their home. You want
them to recognize and appreciate the value of your work and that
you have cared for this object through every step of its journey to its
final step into their home. Let nothing detract from that!

If you wish to further the discussion,
don’t hesitate to contact our Retail
Gallery Coordinator, Émilienne Gervais.
(emilienne@albertacraft.ab.ca)

“Multi”. Cabinet.
White Oak, English Brown Oak, natural veneers. 36” x 12” x 66”.

We design and build custom furniture
tailored to your specific requirements.
Our artistic vision, combined with exceptional
workmanship, enables us to assemble fine pieces
that you will be proud to display.

WWW.PREFONTAINEFURNITURE.CA
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Process;
thinking through
Customarily, in a gallery setting, audiences are treated to the pristine
and accomplished results of an artist’s efforts. What isn’t typically shown
is the journey from concept to completion. An artist’s process can be a
long and winding road, sometimes it’s smooth, sometimes it’s bumpy
and can take him/her in unexpected ways. The Alberta Craft Council’s
exhibition, Process; thinking through, provides insight into the complex and
multi-layered methods of how artists work and create while nurturing
the organic nature of creativity.
Process is an essential element for craft artists as creating entails
multiple material and technical knowledge, the use of specific tools,
as well as steps and processes that must be followed for the material

10
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to properly work. When these inter-relate with idea generation,
development, experimentation, and testing, then are combined with
marketing, education, and networking, they contribute to the evolution
of a body of work and career. Some processes have logical beginnings
and conclusions while others are continuous.
Communicating the many aspects of process can become important
points of understanding and appreciation, for colleagues, supporters,
customers, collectors, media, and the public at large. Ideas of process
and the breadth of their possibility can become popular and compelling
conversation for both artists and their followers.

ARTISTS...
...THINKING
THROUGH
“As Kevin Ashton discusses in
his book, How to Fly a Horse,
‘New things don’t flow finished
into the world.’ My work usually
starts as a simple idea followed
by thinking and rethinking, false
starts, tears and swearing before
I have a finished piece. Then
the process continues as I
discover new directions I wish
to explore while keeping the
same core idea.”
SUZETTE KNUDSEN
“Working intuitively through
a series of trial and error
configurations, I explore, seeking
the arrangement that allows
the work to become complete.
My knowledge of the materials
gives me a fluency that allows
me the freedom to investigate
ideas through the combination
of metal and enamel to achieve
the ambiguous and expressive
material qualities I seek.”
JAN SMITH

Process; thinking through
Alberta Craft Gallery – Edmonton
Feature Gallery: January 20 – April 21, 2018
Artist Reception: Saturday, January 20, 2018
from 2 - 4pm
Alberta Craft Gallery – Calgary:
June 9 – August 18, 2018
Participating artists: Carissa Baktay (Calgary),
Donna Brunner (Westerose), Anna BurgerMartindale (Calgary), Milt Fischbein (Calgary),
Pamma FitzGerald (Calgary), Terry Hildebrand
(Edmonton), Suzette Knudsen (Calgary), Brenda
Raynard (Edmonton), Jocelyn Reid (Calgary),
Dana Roman (Canmore), Katherine Russell
(Elkford, BC), Jan Smith (Salt Spring Island, BC),
Andrew Tarrant (Calgary), Catherine Thomson
(Victoria, BC), Luke Weiser (Calgary), Amanda
Wood (Vancouver), and Simon Wroot (Calgary).

Photo: Adding the bottom to the box by
Anna Burger-Martindale. 2015. Sterling Silver.
9 cm x 9 cm x 5.5 cm.

“My work is the product of using
complete control and using the
relinquishment of that control.
Many ceramicists know that
the kiln often speaks the last
word about the work that it
galvanizes. With the process that
I employ, I willingly ask the kiln
to be the final tool that works on
my sculptures: it is not only the
author of the heat which vitrifies
the works, but is the last element
that bends and shapes my
sculptures. However, this process
can be described from the very
first step.”
JOCELYN REID
“Works of art that are considered
‘in progress’ and yet are displayed
in renowned museums are more
memorable to me, as an artist,
than those that are considered
complete because we get to
glimpse at the processes of
masters.”
BRENDA RAYNARD
JANUARY-APRIL 2018 ALBERTA CRAFT MAGAZINE
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Pretty Please by Allison Tunis. 2016. Hand Embroidery on Dyed Aida Cloth. 40.6 cm x 35.6 cm.

Acceptable Bodies
Acceptable Bodies
Allison Tunis

Alberta Craft Discovery Gallery – Edmonton
January 13 – February 24, 2018
Artist Reception & Talk: Saturday, January 20, 2018 from 2 - 4pm
Alberta Craft Gallery – Calgary: March 24 – June 2, 2018

The need to feel beautiful and desired is universal, but the
standards for how to achieve that are so restrictive that it
leaves little chance for many to accomplish this feat. Allison
Tunis’s embroidery pieces develop a discourse around cultural
conditioning and societal implications of restrictive standards
of beauty. Tunis’s works feature portraits of persons who shun
outdated and constricting notions of what are considered
“acceptable” bodies in our society and who celebrate their
differences and diversity in ways that can be considered
disobedient, either actively or passively. These art pieces are
a way for Tunis to explore her own internal evolution away
from the traditional paradigm of thin, white, cis, able-bodied
women as the epitome of beauty and sexuality, towards a
more inclusive understanding of beauty and the shunning of
restrictive norms and aesthetic standards.
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The technique of cross-stitch emphasizes the obsessive
quality of the work while reinforcing the concept of cultural
stereotypes of femininity. Through countless hours spent
working stitch by stitch, the artist creates an image of
contemporary, diverse beauty and sexuality using only needle,
thread, and fabric. As well, concepts of “women’s work” are
evoked through the history of embroidery and textile work,
further stereotypes of what a woman is traditionally expected
to be by society.
Allison Tunis has a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the
University of Alberta and a graduate diploma in Art Therapy
from the Vancouver Art Therapy Institute. She works mainly in
cross-stitch embroidery, but also has worked in mixed media
involving acrylic painting and gel transfers, as well as selfpublishing a body positive colouring book entitled Body Love:
A Fat Activism Colouring Book, which can be found on Amazon
in many countries. Tunis is currently the Artist-in-Residence for
Youth Empowerment and Support Services (YESS), on grant
from the Edmonton Arts Council, working with high-risk youth
in the Edmonton area to create art in a therapeutic and activist
context, as well as creating her own body of work focusing
on body diversity, feminism, and reducing weight-based and
mental illness stigma.

Chronicles
of a
Contemporary
Dirtbag:
trans-disciplinarity and
the things you think of
when fixing fence
Pictured: Chronicles of a Contemporary Dirtbag: The Realities of Living in a Van by Jamie Kroeger. 2017.
Enamel, copper, sterling silver, steel and paint, brooch. 13 cm x 9 cm x 1 cm.

Chronicles of a Contemporary
Dirtbag: trans-disciplinarity
and the things you think
of when fixing fence
Jamie Kroeger
Alberta Craft Discovery
Gallery – Edmonton
January 13 – February 24, 2018
Alberta Craft Gallery – Calgary:
March 24 – June 2, 2018

There is a complex converse
relationship that exists between people
and nature. Intentionally or not, human
beings impose an impact on the ecosystem
within which they exist. Conversely, and
almost just as unintentionally, that same
ecosystem and landscape leaves a lasting
impact on human beings. Through art,
stories can be told of the human desire to

connect with place and how place draws
people together. Trans-disciplinarity and
research through a variety of disciplines
could be the way to communicate, and
make relevant, the complex arrangements
that make up socio-ecological systems.
This multifaceted approach has the
capacity to generate creative solutions
capable of conveying the challenges and
intricacies that we impose on, and face,
within nature.
A career with Parks Canada as a
resource technician, avalanche technician,
and twenty years of travelling in the
backcountry lends to the conceptual content
that embodies Jamie’s work. She looks to
art, science, and human experience as a
means of creating a relatable connection to
the complex systems that make up ecology
and as a means of finding our humble place
within them.

A graduate of the Alberta College of
Art + Design, Jamie was the recipient of
the Board of Governors graduating student
award (Jewellery + Metals major) and the
BC Council of Art Scholarship in 2015
and 2016. Utilizing every opportunity to
incorporate travel into her practice, she
spent a semester studying Jewellery and
Silversmithing in the school of design at
the Glasgow School of Art in Scotland.
Currently, Kroeger is pursuing a Master
of Medium and Material based Art at the
Kunsthøgskolen i Oslo in Norway.
Whether on skis, horseback, behind
the workbench, or in front of an easel,
Jamie will share her passion for wild places
through a story of words, image, form, and
material.
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SPIRALS
Dalia Saafan

Alberta Craft Discovery
Gallery - Edmonton
March 3 – April 7, 2018
Artist Reception: Saturday,
March 3, 2018 from 2 – 4pm

Pictured: Spirals by Dalia Safaan.
2017. Glass.
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SPIRALS

Dalia Saafan’s glass work has always served her
as a way to express cultural connections. Presented
as glass abstractions, Dalia employs lines, ethnic
patterns, vibrant colors, and geometric shapes in
combination with several mediums such as brass,
copper, mica powder, and metallic mesh. Through
the work of her exhibition, Spirals, she hopes
to create pieces so beautiful that they need no
translation.
Embedded within the glass, Dalia plays with
letters, words, and groups of words to convey a
unity that can be found across western and eastern
cultures. As both language and art form, Dalia
is fascinated by the movement, curves and the
smooth lines of Arabic calligraphy. For Dalia,
these universal traits can unite an audience in
admiration of its beauty, regardless of culture
or language. Even if one cannot translate the
meaning, the rhythm and grace of Arabic script can
still speak to its viewers. Then, when the meaning
is understood, an even greater connection is made
between the piece and the audience. And while
words may have the power to move and motivate
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the reader, Dalia explores how the understanding
of a word’s definition is not needed to feel the piece
or be touched by its greater, innate meaning.

“The mystery of the meaning is an
invitation to my language, culture,
and art. I am hoping to create
pieces so beautiful that they need
no translation.” – Dalia Saafan
Dalia Saafan, a graphic designer and teacher,
earned her Bachelor of Interior Design degree in
1993 in her native Egypt. She arrived in Canada in
1995 and continued to work as an art instructor,
craft producer, and designer. After working with a
local glass maker in 2005, her focus turned to glass.
Dalia found glass to be a discipline that could blend
all her creative strengths: painting, interior design,
and warm glass. Combining elements of Bedouin
culture and near eastern rural colours with the
addition of plant-inspired motifs and Arabic or
English calligraphy, Dalia’s style celebrates both
her Egyptian roots and her new Canadian home.

Revival
Revival – tradition in a modern world
Andrea Itzeck

Alberta Craft Discovery Gallery – Edmonton
March 3 – April 7, 2018
Artist Reception: Saturday, March 3, 2018 from 2 – 4pm

We live in a world where there is constant change.
Belongings which we felt we absolutely had to acquire not
so long ago are suddenly not as precious to us anymore.
With her exhibition Revival, Andrea Itzeck proposes a
resumption of old jewellery traditions in a modern world.
Andrea worships things which appear to have vanished:
old traditions that she remembers from her childhood
in Germany. In the past, people wore fine jewellery not
just for decoration, but the jewellery had a functional
purpose. Lockets were for keeping a child’s first hair curl,
a picture of a loved one, or a little secret around the neck.
In ancient times, brooches called ‘fibula’ had been used to
fasten clothing. Later, many cultures used brooches to hold
together scarves, robes, or kilts, and cloth pins evolved
into ornamental elements. Daedal jewellery decorated our

ancestors’ clothes, giving them a final touch of elegance.
However, history always repeats itself, with styles from
the past coming back into fashion all the time. Transforming
these old practices to current day art form, Andrea designs
and creates innovative, contemporary jewellery.
Andrea is exploring a wide range of shapes and colours
and a variety of techniques to combine functionality and
design with her jewellery. All pieces have geometrical
shapes that mirror nature in a conceptual style. She
primarily works in silver and uses specially cut gemstones
and elements of gold to give her hand-crafted work a
special unique appearance.
Andrea Itzeck is a skilled goldsmith, born and
raised in Bavaria, Germany. Since 2007, she has been
living in Edmonton where she opened her own studio,
Suigeneris. She has been designing and handcrafting
one-of-a-kind and custom jewellery ever since.
Expanding her artistic ventures, she discovered a
passion for printmaking and is working now in both
genres, jewellery making and printmaking.

Amethyst Locket by Andrea
Itzeck. 2017. Sterling silver, gold,
amethyst. 3 cm x 2 cm x 1 cm.
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ALBERTA CRAFT GALLERY
CALL FOR EXHIBITION PROPOSALS

The Alberta Craft Council is calling for exhibition
proposals for the 2019 line-up of the Alberta Craft
Gallery – Edmonton & Calgary. The exhibition spaces
are dedicated to showcasing work by emerging,
mid-career, and established craft artists.
The

SEATED

DEADLINE: JUNE 15, 2018
Whether it’s a majestic throne or a humble stool, what
we sit on has undergone a rigorous design process and
is an expression of the creator and purchaser’s taste.
Aesthetics, scale, style, materials, and proportions are
just a few of the considerations taken when creating

DEADLINE: JUNE 1, 2018
Exhibition Team is looking for well-developed themes
that highlight mastery in craftsmanship, features
new work, pushes the boundaries of craft, and/
or celebrates the achievements of our members.
Exhibitions can be individual or group shows.

traditional, contemporary or re-imagined seating
such as chairs, stools, benches – objects for a user
(any user) to sit upon. SEATED is an open call juried
exhibition of seating objects. Work submitted must
be handcrafted, recent and created by an artist
living in Canada.
Alberta Craft Feature Gallery Exhibition Dates:
September 1 – December 24, 2018

Visit www.albertacraft.ab.ca/acc-calls-for-entry for all submission details.

The Works ART & Design Festival
New locations throughout Downtown Edmonton
June 21 - July 3, 2018

For Sales and Exhibition Opportunities
visit theworks.ab.ca under Get Involved
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The Art of Hide Tanning
Alberta Craft Discovery Gallery –
Edmonton
April 14 – May 26, 2018
Artist Reception: Saturday, April 14, 2018
from 2 – 4pm
Tanned hide is the canvas that holds Alberta’s
oldest art forms; integral to the history and culture
of the Indigenous people of this province. Northern
Alberta is one of the few places in North America
where the knowledge of this traditional skill still
exists. As a unique educator in Canada of this skill,
Portage College uses the traditional process of
tanning and incorporates the important associated
cultural traditions, keeping this art form alive.
A special 25th Anniversary Commemorative
Art Project funded by the Alberta Foundation for
the Arts, the exhibition is “designed to create a
legacy artwork, performance, or composition that
reflects the evolution of Alberta’s arts community
over the past 25 years.” The exhibition features
the artwork of Amy Malbeuf and Ruby Sweetman,
both of whom are graduates of the Native Arts and
Culture program at Portage College. The artists
worked together to create home tanned moose hides
using the traditional thirteen step process, which is
taught at Portage College. As the artists worked at
Portage College, the community and students were
able to watch, learning from the work. The artists
use these tanned hides to create their own art works
representing the past and the future of this art form.
Ruby Sweetman is of mixed Cree ancestry and
has been a professional artist and an instructor in
the Native Arts and Culture Program for over 20
years. As one of the most experienced instructors
of the traditional Woodland Cree hide tanning
process, she creates traditional hide tanning art
works representing the past.
Amy Malbeuf is an award winning Métis
multidisciplinary visual artist from Rich Lake,
Alberta who works in a variety of mediums such
as caribou hair tufting, beadwork, installation,
performance, and video. For this exhibition, Amy
Malbeuf will be creating contemporary artworks
representing the future of traditional hide tanning.

The Art of Hide Tanning:

The artwork in this exhibition, not only
highlights tanned hide, it showcases many forms
of Indigenous Art. Traditional and contemporary
Indigenous art practices are an important part of
Alberta’s unique cultural identity that are based in
this land that we live on. As such, they are vital to
the celebration of our rich and vibrant past, present,
and future.

Left: Between yesterday and tomorrow by Amy Malbeuf. Home tanned smoked moose hide, polyurethane tarp, caribou hair tufting, plastic beads, antique, and new glass beads.
124 cm x 15 cm. Photo by Jordan Bennett. Right: Traditional Ladies Hand Bag by Ruby Sweetman. Home tanned smoked elk hide, porcupine quill work, one quill method, zigzag stitch,
red melton trade cloth, lined with floral print cotton. 15 cm x 15 cm x 5 cm x 45 cm.
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Uncommon Blends
Sam Knopp, Sean Kunz, Noriko Masuda,
Mynthia McDaniel, Juliana Rempel
Alberta Craft Gallery – Calgary
Dates: January 20 – March 17, 2018
Artist Reception: Saturday, January 20, 2018
from 2 – 4pm
Shown: Cloud Mugs by Mynthia McDaniel.
2017. Cone 6 porcelain with platinum lustre.
26.7 cm x 10.2 cm x 9.5 cm.

Uncommon

Blends

Coffee and tea have become part of many daily
routines and play an important role for many in their
social and individual lives. A companion to the recurring
moments in everyday life, coffee and tea keep us warm
on a cold day, help the mind stay alert on a tired morning,
and accompany us during a break in the workday or in a
meeting with a friend. Through Uncommon Blends, Sam
Knopp, Sean Kunz, Noriko Masuda, Mynthia McDaniel, and
Juliana Rempel investigate the various routines, rituals, and
relationships centred on coffee and tea, and showcases
the newly formed relationship of these five artists.
The ritual of enjoying coffee or tea is individual: the
way one prepares their beverage of choice, the cup
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chosen to hold it, and what’s done while consuming. It
seems that we have almost come full circle, from brewing
in a pot, to fast one cup disposables, and now back
to an even slower brew. Coffee and tea preparations
are becoming an art in themselves, and consumers are
once again taking a moment to enjoy, and relax.
Banded together over a shared interest in advancing
contemporary ceramic conversations and exposure
within the province, each artist brings a different
approach to material, form, and function. Like coffee
and tea, the ceramics on display by these makers
move between practicality and pleasure, offering
different interpretations for navigating our daily lives.

The Anne
Lambert Clothing
and Textiles
Collection
A Historical Treasure

In 1918, a new department at the University of Alberta was formed that would
help young ladies earn a bachelor of science in household economics: The Department
of Household Economics in the then-Faculty of Arts and Sciences. Almost 100
years later, that department now resides in the Faculty of Agricultural, Life, and
Environmental Sciences as the Department of Human Ecology, the purpose of which
is to enhance people’s everyday life at home, at work, and in the community. An
integral resource for teaching, learning, and research in the Department of Human
Ecology is the Clothing and Textiles Collection. This collection would not hold its
world-class reputation without the vision and commitment of one person: Anne
Lambert.
Anne’s contributions as curator, educator, and mentor during her almost 40year career at the University of Alberta have been profound. When she joined the
department (at that time called the School of Household Economics) in 1971, the entire
collection (which was not catalogued) amounted to a “closetful of odds and ends.”
From these modest beginnings, the Historic Costume and Textile Study
Collection emerged in 1972. During Anne’s curatorship, the Clothing and Textiles
Collection, as it became known, evolved to have noteworthy holdings in a number
of areas. This unique collection houses more than 23,000 clothing and textile-related
artifacts with local, national, and international significance. The collection includes
everyday wear and designer clothes for men, women, and children from different
continents and spans more than 350 years of history. In addition, artifacts that relate
to the production and embellishment of clothing are also part of the holdings. These
include looms, spindles, needlework tools, patterns, historical fashion magazines, and
photographs.
Anne is retired now, but her influence lives on. In recognition of her contributions,
the Department of Human Ecology celebrated the honorific renaming of the Clothing
and Textiles Collection to the Anne Lambert Clothing and Textiles Collection on
November 30, 2017. Thanks to her vision, students and researchers from across
disciplines and from around the world now benefit from this educational resource.
Founded in 1972, the Anne Lambert Clothing and Textiles
Collection is the only collection of its size and significance
held in a university setting in the country
The collection contains more than 23,000 clothing
and textiles related artifacts with local, national, and
international significance
The collection includes the Rosenberg Quilt Collection,
which has met the criteria to qualify as “Cultural Heritage
Property.” This means it assumes outstanding national
significance, adding new prestige to the collection
Artifacts that depict clothing and relate to its
production are also part of the holdings. These include
looms, spindles, needlework tools, patterns, and
historical fashion magazines

White Muslin High-waisted and Short-sleeved
Dress with Silver Dot Decoration. Unknown maker.
ca. 1808-1812. cotton muslin and glued silver foil.
Photo by Anne Bissonnette. Part of the Clothing
and Textiles Collection, Department of Human
Ecology, University of Alberta.
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If you want to learn more about any of the
member stories here, visit our blog at
www.albertacraft.ab.ca/in-the-news-blog

IN THE NEWS

Small Press Books by Sara Norquay

Photo by Sara Norquay

Curated by ACC Professional Member Sara Norquay, The Story
So Far (September 22 - November 4, 2017) at SNAP Gallery,
Edmonton showed works that break with the notion of a book
as a repository of knowledge or story. Featuring works by
ACC members Barb Johnston (Edmonton) and Sara Norquay
(Edmonton) that use the book form as sculpture, non-linear
narrative, or a singular physical experience.

Matt Heide, Terry Hildebrand, and Benjamin Oswald 

Photo courtesy of Edmonton Made

ACC Professional Members Matt Heide (Edmonton), Terry
Hildebrand (Edmonton), and Benjamin Oswald (Edmonton) were
featured in the Edmonton Made Catalogue, a collection of local,
handmade gifts for purchase during the holiday season.
Kudos to Matt Heide whose Caissa Chess Set was featured in
GQ’s “Best Stuff.”

The Crafted Dish
Enu Rouge by Anne Drew Potter
Photo courtesy of
Sante Fe Clay Gallery

Kalika Bowlby in Avenue Magazine 

Photo by Daniel Wood

Kudos to ACC Professional Member Kalika Bowlby (Golden, BC)
whose work was highlighted in the October 2017 issue of Avenue
Magazine Edmonton.
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The Narrative Figure is
a group exhibition by
Santa Fe Clay (Santa Fe,
NM) featuring small scale
figurative sculptures
from a variety of artists.
Participants include ACC
member Anne Drew
Potter. The exhibition ran
from September 22 November 11, 2017.

Dawn Candy, Paula Cooley,
Jenn Demke-Lange, Terry
Hildebrand, Sam Knopp, Adam
Lefebvre, Noriko Masuda,
Mynthia McDaniel, Benjamin
Oswald, Christine Pedersen,
and Sarah Pike were featured in
The Crafted Dish. This cookbook
not only introduces you to new
recipes to bring to your next
family gathering or potluck, but
it also takes you behind the
scenes into the studios of artists
from across Canada.

Until January 14, 2018, ACC Professional Member Jane Kidd’s
work will be featured in the exhibition, Curious, at the Kelowna
Art Gallery where she explores the human/nature relationship
through woven tapestry.

Sheldon the Shrew by Dena Seiferling

ACC Professional Member Dena Seiferling’s felted rodents are
in the short film, Sheldon the Shrew, produced by award winning
animator Irwin Miller. Sheldon the Shrew was released
in December 2017.
Celebrating what ceramics
bring to the table, Medalta
International Exhibition, Dish
(October 19, 2017 - January
24, 2018), showcases over
130 works from 70 artists
internationally. The exhibition
features ACC members Jim
Etzkorn, Mynthia McDaniel,
Terry Hildebrand, Mindy
Andrews, Jenn Demke-Lange,
Dawn Candy, Evelyn Grant,
Giselle Peters, Connie Pike,
Tammy Parks-Legge, and
Pamma FitzGerald.
ACC Professional Member Dana Roman (Canmore, AB) had
two of her textile pieces exhibited at the Walterdale Theatre in
Edmonton with the Alberta Society of Artists.

ACC Professional Member Christine
Pedersen had one of her ReFind
jewellery collection pieces featured in
the book Narrative Jewelry: Tales from
the Toolbox, released in October 2017.
In the exhibition, Visual Voices: Telling
Our Story Through Art (October 19-21,
2017), Artist-in-Residence and ACC
Member Allison Tunis guided youth at
Youth Empowerment Support Services
(YESS), Edmonton to explore their artistic
talents and heal their trauma through
the power of art.
Learn more about Allison on page 23

Flax Fields by ACC
Professional Member
Leah Gravells was
juried into three
consecutive American
Quilter’s Society Quilt
Weeks: Grand Rapids,
Michigan (August
2017), Fall Paducah,
Kentucky (September
2017) and Des Moines,
Iowa (October 2017).

Tyler Rock, an ACC Professional Member and one of the artists
participating in our fall 2017 exhibition, Landmarks, was featured
in the Montreal exhibition HOT MATTER | MATIÈRE INCANDESCENTE
(September - November 2017), a collective exhibition highlighting
the work of contemporary Canadian glass artists.
Additionally, Rock, alongside ACC Professional Member Julia
Reimer, was featured in Where magazine. Their public art piece,
“Transect”, can be found on Capital Boulevard in downtown
Edmonton.
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INSPIRE

July 9 – August 3, 2018 | Red Deer College | Alberta
painting | drawing | jewelry | sculpture | ceramics | woodcarving
glass arts | mixed media | fibre | culinary arts | and more…
rdc.ab.ca/series | 403.357.3663
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2018

SUMMER ARTS SCHOOL

MEET THE MAKER
Alberta Craft Council member
Allison Tunis provides us with a
glimpse inside her studio and her
artistic practice.
ALBERTA CRAFT COUNCIL: What made you want to
become an artist?
ALLISON TUNIS: Becoming an artist has been
something that has been a goal for me on and
off since I was a child. Even throughout my BFA in
Painting and Drawing, I never actually intended to
become a professional artist, as I believed that it was
too unpredictable/unstable and difficult to achieve.
However, after trying numerous different careers
over the past ten years, I came to the realization that
my passion is art, and using my art to connect with
communities and affect change. I wanted to become
a professional artist to be able to share my work’s
message and the benefits of creating art with others.
ACC: What do you hope people take away from
your work?
AT: Through my work, I hope that people are able
to take away a little glimpse of what our society is
missing in representation. The beauty of diversity
and inclusion, the sheer artistry of the range of
differences the human species has to offer, and how
our communities, media, and cultures are excluding
entire segments of our populations within traditional
beauty and aesthetic standards of what
is “acceptable” in appearance and body.
ACC: What is your favorite thing in your studio?
AT: My favorite thing in my studio is the cross-stitch
clock. My mom bought it for me as a gift and she was
the first person to introduce me to cross-stitching. It’s
such a nice reminder of where I’ve come from. And of
course, the white on white is so artsy!
ACC: What inspires you when you sit down in your
studio to work?
AT: I am massively inspired by the internet (in
particular, Instagram). Maybe that’s not the most
“artistic” answer, but I find my inspiration through other
people and the activism they do. I always have my
laptop with me at my studio and have photos that
inspire me strewn around my desktop (both literal
and technological).

Check out this new spread each
issue to see a new artist’s studio
featured and Meet the Maker.
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Celebrate and honour contributors to
Alberta’s vibrant craft scene

ALBERTA CRAFT

AWARDS

2018
Nomination Deadline

AUGUST 1, 2018

www.albertacraft.ab.ca/awards
Stanier Award - $2000 • Excellence Award - $1000 • Early Achievement Award - $1000 • Tom McFall Honour Award - $1000
Image: 2016 Excellence Award Recipient - Sarabeth Carnat

Return Address:
Alberta Craft Council
10186-106 Street
Edmonton, AB T5J 1H4

